This textual analysis examines news framing of the shooting of Trayvon Martin by George Zimmerman. After studying coverage from The Sanford Herald (North Carolina), The New York Times, the Los Angeles Times and The Denver Post, the authors conclude national media perpetuated racial stereotypes, thus heightening the issue of race and making the case more emotional than factual.
Introduction
Many facts of the Trayvon Martin-George Zimmerman shooting are unknown, and even more are disputed. However, some are known. On Feb. 26, 2012, Martin, 17, was visiting his father's fiancé in The Retreat at Twin Lakes neighborhood of Sanford, Fla., and left her home to buy Skittles and an iced tea at a nearby 7-Eleven. Zimmerman, 28, saw Martin, whom he later said looked suspicious, return to the neighborhood around Much of what the public knew about the incident came from coverage by newspapers and other media outlets. Walter Lippmann wrote that news media are powerful forces in shaping the "pictures in our heads" because "the world that we have to deal with politically is out of reach, out of sight, out of mind. It has to be explored, reported, and imagined." 1 Lippmann 2 argued that news media are the principal conduit of images of the outside world because that world is too big, complex, and fleeting for any one person to get an accurate and total view of reality. While Lippmann largely was writing about the political pictures in our heads, the news media also explore the day-today happenings in citizens' lives-including the Martin-Zimmerman shooting. The purpose of this study was to examine how newspapers framed race and crime in the shooting. The researchers also analyzed similarities and differences between the local
Sanford Herald and national newspapers The New York Times, Los Angeles Times, and
Denver Post.
Literature Review
Most Americans receive their news about crime and violence from local media outlets, and more adults rely on newspapers than any other form of media for crime reporting. 3 Crime is one of the most prevalent issues in the news, 4 and the media's constant reporting of crime cultivates widespread fear and concern. 5 Americans rely on the news media to inform and explain social and political issues; 6 therefore, the way crime news is reported is of great importance.
The media's reporting of crime influences audience's attitudes about race and ethnicity. 7 Crime reporting perpetuates racial stereotypes and biases. 8 For example, Americans most often associate blacks with crime. 9 Crime is a preferred television news topic because of the dramatic effect it has on audiences. 10 Most news stories feature whites, and audiences thus tend to associate whites with a variety of topics such as business, technology, and science; 11 however, blacks most frequently are seen depicted as criminals, victims, or dependents of society. 12 Traditionally, there is little explanation of circumstances such as poverty, unemployment, discrimination, and other social determinants that may explain why these crimes are committed. 13 Thus, audiences tend to think about crime in terms of race.
News Framing
Some scholars suggest that crime is socially constructed, 14 often by rhetorical storytelling. 15 Framing theorists contend that the way a story is framed effects the audience's opinion of the issue. Frames create a tone for the news story that increases the salience of a message; 16 as salience increases, so does the likelihood that audiences will remember a message. 17 As a result, the selection of topics covered (or omitted) in a news story can change the tone of the message. 18 Frames are "the lenses through which social reality is viewed." 19 Elements in the story are said to be in the frame; elements not included are said to be out of frame and are considered less significant. 20 Because journalists receive event-specific details about crime from local police, their crime reporting tends to repeat details such as time, date, location, and offense. This type of reporting usually results in episodic framing, which looks like snapshots of events or specific instances. 21 News media report most stories without context, leading audiences to focus on and attribute responsibility to the individual(s) within the story.
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In contrast, thematic news frames "place public issues in some more general or abstract context and takes the form of a 'takeout,' or 'backgrounder,' report directed at general outcomes or conditions." 23 Such frames provide audiences with context such as background and consequences. News that includes social determinants cultivates shared responsibility and encourages action. 24 The difference between episodic and thematic framing is that "episodic framing depicts concrete events that illustrate issues, while thematic framing presents collective or general evidence." 25 
Framing Race and Crime
Journalists frequently use exemplars to present a story or personify an issue, and these exemplars are remembered more than the actual details of the story. 26 Researchers have long held that local news tends to over-represent black criminals and underrepresent black victims, 27 while under-representing Latino and white criminals when compared to crime reports. 28 Inflated crime rates on local news influence audiences to think about crime in terms of "blackness."
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Researchers also have examined race and crime frames used in television news.
Blacks are often shown in handcuffs, 30 and television news show four times more black mug shots than white mug shots. 31 Often, white criminals' names were included with their mug shot but black criminals' names were not; consequently, audiences may categorize blacks as criminals instead of noticing characteristics of the individual.
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Stereotypical language such as "inner city" or "ghetto" may influence audiences' attitudes toward race and crime because news accentuates "otherness" especially among groups that already are marginalized. 33 For example, scholars found the media framed the 2007 Virginia Tech shooter by his Korean ethnicity. The shooter was also an immigrant and, thus, his race and ethnicity became a focal point for the media. That focus is in contrast with the Columbine shooting in 1999, where race was virtually absent in the news media. 34 Scholars found that media did not make mention of the shooters' race or that there were 12 other school shootings by white males who self-identified as part of the "trenchcoat mafia." 35 The use of exemplars to engage audience's emotions 36 is especially effective when aligned with racial stereotypes perpetuated by the media. The portrayal of blacks and crime reinforces societal stereotypes of this minority group, 37 and audiences use this information to evaluate minorities, especially when they do not engage with blacks regularly. Information consistent with stereotypes is more likely to be noticed and remembered than information contradicting accepted stereotypes. 38 Local crime news often has followed "a standard script" that features violence and a specific criminal. The violence typically includes homicides or home invasions, and the specific perpetrator typically is someone who is black. 39 However, the current researchers examined a news script that did not conform to the stereotype; instead, a Hispanic was the perpetrator and the victim was black. The researchers discussed reoccurring themes together in the context of the literature, and returned to the texts in order to glean "thick description" 47 in regard to the research questions. For increased validity, two researchers compared notes and discussed themes after analyzing one, 10, 25, and 50 percent of the sample.
RQ1:

Findings
Five themes emerged from the data: (1) changing news values to make news, (2) defining the problem, (3) Zimmerman's changing race, (4) using uneven descriptors, and (5) shooting as platform for political and social debate.
Changing news values to make news
Because the shooting took place in Sanford, Fla., it makes sense that the Sanford Herald reported timely, local news, e.g., events, politics, in contrast to national newspapers that covered broader social issues, e.g., race, gun legislation town hall meetings, and other similar cases in other states. As newsworthy events slowed during the summer months, the Los Angeles Times kept Trayvon Martin's case in the headlines. 49 The Houston bureau chief wrote an article about "racially charged"
comments by a radio show host in regard to the Trayvon Martin shooting (June 1; news).
Another article reported on the Trayvon Martin memorial in Sanford, Fla., asserting the best memorial is "an educational exhibit on race and violence" (July 10).
The New York Times initially reported on the shooting March 17 with both a news story and an op-ed column. 50 Much of the early opinion/editorial used accusatory language such as the following headlines: "Shoot first, claim self-defense later," "Guns, race and a killing in Florida," and "Florida's disastrous self-defense law." Journalists wrote that laws such as "Stand Your Ground" made "it easy for shooters who kill to claim self-defense" and referred to "the gated community mentality" as if to explain
Zimmerman's motives. News coverage followed steadily, reporting scrutiny of the and it wasn't until this time that the Sanford Herald reported more details of the incident.
Other callers had confirmed that they saw "men wrestling, and then heard a gunshot" (March 17; news). This report is the only reference in the Sanford Herald of the physical altercation that occurred between Zimmerman and Martin.
The Denver Post was found to be similar to the Sanford Herald in that few details were reported on the physical altercation. On March 13, the Denver Post first ran a story by The Associated Press that reported "the shooting death" of Travyon Martin, stating "there is no evidence to dispute the shooter's claim to self-defense." A March 27 news story used "confrontation" to refer to the incident but no other details were reported. Zimmerman's account is reported again March 27 and 29. 54 When reporting the altercation, The New York Times framed Zimmerman's actions in terms of self-defense, using phrases such as "claiming self-defense," "he had shot Trayvon in self-defense,"
"who has claimed self-defense," and "he shot Mr. Martin in self-defense." Wording varied with some noting that Zimmerman merely claimed self-defense while others seemed to accept self-defense as a fact of the case.
Zimmerman's changing race
Initially, none of the newspaper articles sampled reported race in the coverage of the fatal shooting of Trayvon Martin. However, the race of both the victim and the shooter were reported in March, across all four newspapers, and became part of the narrative. There is no significant event that can explain why race was not initially reported. It was common across the four newspapers for Martin's race to be reported but Zimmerman's race not to be reported. The four newspapers first reported Zimmerman's race as "white." However, Zimmerman's race changed during the news cycle. Some news stories called Zimmerman "white," while others identified him as "half-white, halfHispanic"; finally, news stories confirmed that he is "Hispanic" after learning his mother is Peruvian. Zimmerman's race not only changes in the news coverage, but it also sometimes disappears. In contrast, Martin's race was more often reported than not and was reported even if Zimmerman's race was not.
The Sanford Herald first reported the incident three days following the Sunday shooting; neither Martin's or Zimmerman's race was mentioned in the initial article.
Martin is identified as being a "boy," "17," and "of Miami" (Feb. 29; news). The article American," while Zimmerman's race was reported four times. It was common for race to be in the lead paragraphs, or at least in the first half of the news article.
The New York Times reported the shooting March 17 and included race in the lead of that news story: "the teenager, who was black" and "neighborhood crime watch volunteer…is white and Hispanic." Both Martin's and Zimmerman's races are again mentioned March 22, with Martin described as a "young black man" and Zimmerman as "white and Hispanic." Martin also is described as "African American" in some news stories. Zimmerman is labeled "Hispanic" (April 26) and then "white Hispanic" (May 1). Across all four newspapers, race was included in at least one-third of the news coverage. When race was reported, Martin's race always was included, but not so for Zimmerman's race, which was reported 41 times (approximately 29 percent) in the sample. When Zimmerman's race was reported, it was rarely reported accurately and often changed in the news coverage. In contrast, Martin was usually identified as "black,"
but also as "African American."
Using uneven descriptors
Journalists chose different ways to describe Martin and Zimmerman to readers.
As mentioned earlier, race often was used to describe Martin but not Zimmerman.
Common terms used to describe Martin included "black teenager in a hoodie," "unarmed," "African American," "17-year-old," "Florida high school student," "black and from Tennessee," and "schoolboy." Martin's race and age were common descriptors.
In contrast, Zimmerman's race often was not reported, but he instead was identified with terms such as "volunteer" and "neighborhood watch captain." Terms used to describe Zimmerman included "Florida neighborhood watch volunteer," "vigilante,"
"crime watch volunteer," "former neighborhood watch volunteer," and "armed watch volunteer." Zimmerman's race was reported in 29 percent of the news articles, and his age was included in almost all of the news coverage.
To illustrate this theme further, excerpts from news articles from each newspaper are presented for comparison in Table 1 .
[Insert Table 1 
Los Angeles Times).
The hoodie also was reported as pun, dubbed "Hoodie-gate" by The New York Times (May 14) and more obvious "hoodie-control legislation" by the Los Angeles Times (March 27). Newspapers reported that late-night talk show hosts poked fun at the hoodie and lawmakers' blatant disregard for justice in this case. Martin's "hoodie" became part of his identity. Zimmerman told police Martin looked "real suspicious" and that he was "black" and "wearing a hoodie" (May 14, The New York Times). The terms were not used synonymously, but "hoodie" was a further descriptor of Martin's "blackness" (March 23,
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Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine how newspapers framed race and crime in the Martin-Zimmerman shooting. Further, the researchers analyzed similarities and differences between the local Sanford Herald, and national newspapers The New York Times, Los Angeles Times, and Denver Post. Across all four newspapers, race was included in at least one-third of the news coverage. When race was reported, Martin's race was always included, but not so for Zimmerman's race, which was reported 41 times (9.5 percent) in the sample. While in some instances Martin was identified as "African American," he was mostly labeled "black." Zimmerman's race changed in all four newspapers and was under-reported in comparison to Martin's race. The shooting defied the "standard script" of crime and, thus, journalists focused on the fact that a black teenager was shot. Each newspaper took its own approach to telling the story of the shooting, but all newspapers valued Martin's race as an important detail worth reporting.
The Associated Press Stylebook states that identification by race is only pertinent under certain conditions. Namely, race is pertinent in significant or historical biographical announcements, for at-large criminal suspects or missing-person cases, and when reporting a demonstration or disturbance involving race. 57 However, The Associated Press does add that journalists could use news judgment "in other situations with racial overtones." 58 The journalists at these four newspapers clearly believed that the inclusion of the victim's race was more important than the inclusion of the perpetrator's race. 59 Alerting readers to Martin's race may play a role in debunking stereotypes regarding African Americans and crime.
The use of an uneven identification is troubling because of the corresponding use of language. Racial language such as "inner city" may influence audience's attitudes toward race and crime, which is important because media framing primes racial attitudes. 60 Martin was described as a black teenager in a hoodie, which news audiences have been primed to regard as dangerous. 61 Further, he was described as "black and from
Tennessee" or "of Miami," signaling to readers that he was an outsider to the community.
The racial descriptors used to describe Zimmerman also could influence audience attitudes. Words such as "racist" and "vigilante" connotes much differently than "Florida neighborhood watch volunteer," "crime watch volunteer," or "armed watch volunteer."
The journalists' word choices when describing both Martin and Zimmerman could prime certain racial attitudes. Because the circumstances of the Martin shooting did not follow a typical crime "script," journalists may have used race to frame the story in order to initiate public discourse and eliminate stereotypes regarding blacks and crime. The Sanford Herald's coverage remained neutral, only reporting facts received from the Sanford Police Department. In contrast, the national newspapers seemed to carry an agenda and reported stories on social and political issues using Trayvon Martin as an example.
Limitations and Future Research
There are two limitations to this study. First, the sample included only four publications. A broader and larger sample size would be necessary to determine if the results could be generalized to all newspapers. Second, the study was limited to print newspapers. It cannot shed light on how journalists working for magazines, broadcast television, or radio framed race and crime in the Martin-Zimmerman case. Future researchers should expand the scope to include more newspapers from more regions, or to include different media in the news ecology.
Conclusion
Most Americans receive their news about crime and violence from local media outlets and follow such local news closely. 63 News media are important in shaping the "pictures in our heads" of an otherwise unknown or little known world that is "out of reach, out of sight, out of mind." 64 Once a stereotype has been established, it might "influence judgments and actions," although this influence might be subtle enough that a person will be unaware that a racial stereotype has been activated. 65 Stereotypes were common in the Martin-Zimmerman coverage, especially at the national level, and the inconsistent use of racial descriptors might have influenced readers into thinking that this was a larger racial story instead of a simple crime story.
The Sanford Herald's coverage focused almost exclusively on the shooting and subsequent investigation. This coverage was a contrast to the other papers, which used issues, is one of the goals of good journalism. However, by focusing so much on tangential issues instead of the core story of the physical altercation, the national media largely failed to inform the public about the issues upon which the verdict ultimately would be decided.
Framing theorists have argued that the way a story is framed is very important to the audience's opinion of the issue. 66 In the national press, the Martin-Zimmerman story lost its human center. Instead, Martin and Zimmerman were used to discuss a variety of larger topics; the shooting was used to illustrate social ills with little or no reporting on the actual case. Iyengar 67 suggests that the news media report stories without context, while Dorfman, et al.
into the larger social and political circumstances contributing to the particular problem.
Here, journalists, at least on the national level, focused on larger social and political circumstances but lost touch with the human core story.
Sanford Herald
"Trayvon, who is black, had every right to be in the neighborhood, … and Zimmerman, who is white, had no legal authority to confront, detain and kill him" (March 12).
"On Feb. 26 Trayvon Martin, 17, of Miami, was returning to The Retreat at Twin Lakes when a neighborhood watch captain, George Zimmerman, 28, shot and killed him" (March 17).
Denver Post
"… the 17-year-old Martin was a black teenager shot to death by a Hispanic neighborhood-watch captain in Florida. The teenager was unarmed and was wearing a hoodie…" (March 22).
"Martin was killed Feb. 26 in Sanford, Fla., by the neighborhood-watch captain, 28-year-old George Zimmerman, as he walked home from the store with a bag of Skittles and some iced tea, wearing a hoodie" (March 26).
Los Angeles Times
"… an unarmed black teenager shot to death by a community watch captain in Florida…" (March 27).
"Martin, an unarmed black 17-year-old who was wearing a hoodie, was shot Feb. 26 in Sanford, Fla., by neighborhood watch captain George Zimmerman, 28…" (April 8).
The New York Times
"…Trayvon Martin, the unarmed black teenager slain at the hands of an overzealous neighborhood watch captain, who is the son of a white father and a Peruvian mother" (April 1).
"Mr. Zimmerman, who is white and Hispanic, has said he shot Trayvon, who was black…" (April 10). 53 Zimmerman, 28, told police that Martin was acting suspiciously and was possibly on drugs. Ignoring the advice of the police dispatcher, Zimmerman followed Martin. He later told police that he shot the youth in self-defense after Martin struck him, knocked him down and pounded his head into the ground (April 11; news).
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In an account given to the Sanford police that was passed on the state attorney's office, George Zimmerman, the neighborhood watch volunteer who shot 17-year-old Trayvon Martin on Feb. 26, said that Trayvon had punched him and then repeatedly slammed his head into the sidewalk in the moments leading up to the shooting.
Again we see evidence of Zimmerman's account in the news:
Mr. Zimmerman, 28, said he shot the 17-year-old student, Trayvon Martin, in self-defense after an altercation in which Trayvon punched him in the nose, knocked him over and slammed his head into the sidewalk (March 29; news). reporting.
56 There are two limitations to this study. First, the sample included only four publications. A broader and larger sample size would be necessary to determine if the results could be generalized to all newspapers. Second, the study was limited to daily print newspapers. It cannot shed light on how non-daily print journalists working for magazines, broadcast television, broadcast radio, newsweeklies, or citizen journalists framed race and crime in the Martin-Zimmerman case.
